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Abstract
Theory of spin-charge conversion effects in spintronics are presented in terms of correlation
functions of physical observables, spin and electric current. Direct and inverse spin Hall effects and
spin pumping effect are studied considering metallic systems with random spin-orbit interaction
and spatially nonuniform Rashba interaction. The theory is free from ambiguity associated with
spin current, and provides a clear physical picture of the spin-charge conversion effects. In the
present approach, the spin current transmission efficiency turns out essentially to be the nonuniform
component of magnetic susceptibility.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Spintronics phenomena, transport and mutual conversion of spin and charge in solids, are
conventionally explained in terms of flow of spin, spin current, by analogy with the case of
electric current. Physically, however, there is a fundamental difference between transports
of electric charge and spin in solids, namely, the former is conserved, while the latter is not.
The electric charge density ρ and current j satisfy the conservation law, ρ˙ +∇ · j = 0.
Steady configuration of charge distribution is realized when divergence of current is zero,
∇ · j = 0. Because of the conservation law, the amount of electric charge accumulated
is counted by estimating the total current. Therefore the electric conductivity, which is
expressed by current correlation function, is directly related to the electric permittivity,
expressed by a correlation function of electron density. In other words, electric transport
properties can be described either by use of scalar or vector potentials, owing to the gauge
invariance.
In contrast, spin current, jαs,i (α and i denote direction of spin and flow, respectively), is
not conserved but satisfies a continuity equation,
s˙α +∇ · jαs = Tα, (1)
where s and T denote spin density and spin relaxation torque, respectively, and the diver-
gence is with respect to the spatial direction of flow. The relaxation torque is phenomeno-
logically expressed as proportional to the induced nonequilibrium spin density as
T =
s
τr
, (2)
where τr is a relaxation time of the process concerned. The steady nonequilibrium spin
configuration is therefore determined by the balance of flow and relaxation of spin as
sα = τr∇ · jαs . (3)
The (divergence of) spin current is thus detectable by measuring nonequilibrium spin ac-
cumulation. One must note, however, that definition of spin current is not unique because
of its nonconvservation. Conversely, relaxation time τr depends on the definition of spin
current. These ambiguities are crucial both physically and quantitatively for interpreting
spin transport experiments in terms of spin current on a phenomenological basis.
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The objective of the present paper is to describe spin-charge conversion phenomena in
terms of physical observables without referring to spin current. We do this by explicit
calculation, considering simple models of weak spin-orbit interaction arising from either
impurities or localized Rashba interaction. The spin Hall (SH) effect is described by directly
calculating spin accumulation induced by applied electric field by evaluating correlation
function of spin and electric current, CSJ . The idea is similar to the original argument
of spin Hall effect by Dyakonov1. The result is shown to be consistent with conventional
spin current interpretation2 and experiments3. The inverse spin Hall effect is also discussed,
considering two cases of ’spin current injection’, one by spin pumping effect and the other
by spin Hall effect. The inverse spin Hall effect corresponds to correlation of electric current
and spin, CJS, the reciprocal of CSJ for spin Hall effect. For spin pumping we consider the
case of metallic ferromagnet. Physically, spin pumping effect is driven by non-equilibrium
spin gauge field, which generates nonequilibrium spin accumulation at the interface4, and
which may be called the non-adiabatic spin chemical potential. A spin current then arises
by electron diffusion and is proportional to the gradient of spin density, consistent with
the picture originally presented by Silsbee5. The expression of generated ’spin current’
agrees with conventional spin pumping formula presented by Tserkovnyak et. al.6. It is
essential to note that the spin pumping generates interface spin accumulation, and not spin
current. The correct driving field for the inverse spin Hall effect is therefore the interface
spin accumulation, and the corresponding physical correlation function is CJS.
For combination of spin Hall and the inverse spin Hall effects, we consider junction of
a nonmagnetic spacer and two heavy metal contacts for measurement and external electric
field, the setup called non-local spin injection. The magnitude of the output current is
shown to be represented by a product of correlation functions of charge current and spin,
CJSCSJ , of heavy metal and spin correlation function CNSS of nonmagnetic metal (N). The
transmittancy of spin current in normal metal is represented by spin correlation function or
magnetic susceptibility in the present scheme.
Those spin-charge conversion and spin transport phenomena turn out to be described
elegantly without ambiguity in terms of correlation function of physical observables, spin
and electric current. The demonstration here is carried out, however, on simple theoretical
models, and we do not claim generality. Nevertheless, the present formulation has potential
of wide applicability. For instance, including interaction effects with magnons and phonons
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in the correlation functions or to consider insulators or antiferromagnets are straightforward.
Quantitative predictions shall be given by numerically calculating the Green’s functions on
realistic tight-binding models.
Spin transport has been discussed in a number of theoretical works7–10. Most studies are
devoted to deriving the kinetic equation (diffusion equation), equivalent to the continuity
equation, for non-equilibrium spin density. For discussing spin transport based on the kinetic
equation, boundary condition plays crucially important role, as was pointed out in Ref.8.
The motivation of our approach is different from those based on the kinetic equation; We
calculate the induced spin density directly by use of a linear response theory instead of
solving the kinetic equation. In the case of spin Hall effect, the induced spin density when
uniform electric field is applied is obviously not spatially uniform. We need therefore to
look into the non-uniform component of the response function, namely at finite wave vector
q of the external field. This is in contrast to the conventional formulation in terms of
spin current. In fact, the response function of spin current and electric current has a finite
uniform component, resulting in a uniform spin Hall conductivity. This description seems so
far convenient, although physical observable, spin density, is obtained only after by solving
the diffusion equation. In contrast, what is proposed in the present paper is to calculate
physical observable within a single framework of linear response theory by considering non-
uniform (q 6= 0) component of the response function.
In the context of current-induced torques in ferromagnets, the present approach is
straightforward and natural, as the torque is calculated by evaluating non-equilibrium
spin density11–13. In fact, spin-orbit torque in a bilayer was recently studied avoiding notion
of spin current in Ref.14.
II. SPIN-CHARGE CONVERSION DUE TO IMPURITY SPIN-ORBIT INTER-
ACTION
Let us start microscopic calculations of spin-charge conversion effects. In this section we
consider the case of spin-orbit interaction induced by random impurities, represented by a
Hamiltonian
Hso(i) = λ
∫
d3rc†[(∇Vi(r)× p) · σ]c, (4)
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FIG. 1. Diagramatic representation of current-spin correlation function including spin-orbit
interaction due to random impurity to the linear order. Diagram (a) is dominant contribution,
while contributions (b) and (c) vanish or small.
where p is electron momentum, λ is the strength of the spin-orbit interaction, and Vi(r) is
the impurity potential, which we treat as point-like, i.e., Vi(r) = Viδ(r −Ri), where Vi is
the strength and Ri is random impurity position. ~ is set to unity. We define current-spin
correlation function, CJS, which represents the conversion efficiency of spin density to charge
current, as
CαβJS(q) ≡
∑
k
tr[vαG
r
k+qσβG
a
k], (5)
where v is the velocity operator and Gr and Ga are retarded and advanced Green’s functions
at zero angular frequency, respectively, including interactions such as spin-orbit and impurity
scatterings, and α, β = x, y, z denote index for space and spin. This definition of the corre-
lation function is focusing on the dominant contribution in the limit of vanishing external
frequency of the full correlation function, χαβJS(q,Ω) ≡
∫
dω
2π
∑
k tr[vαGk+q(ω+Ω)σβGk(ω)]
<,
where ω and Ω are angular frequencies of electron and external source (see Sec. A).
We consider the lowest order (first order) contribution of the spin-orbit interaction. The
dominant contribution describing spin-charge conversion is described by the diagram of Fig.
1(a), where the momentum conservation is recovered after averaging taking account of the
second-order scattering by normal impurities. Noting that electrons are not spin-polaized,
it reads (including the complex conjugate process)
CαβJS(q) = 2i
λniVi
3
m
∑
kk′k′′
ǫijβkαg
r
k+ q
2
gak− q
2
grk′+ q
2
gak′− q
2
[(
k′ +
q
2
)
i
(
k +
q
2
)
j
gak′′ −
(
k′ − q
2
)
i
(
k − q
2
)
j
grk′′
]
.
(6)
The contribution including normal impurities to the linear order (Fig. 1(b)) vanish, similarly
to the case of anomalous Hall effect15. Other processes like Fig. 1(c) are smaller by order of
(ǫF τ)
−1, where τ is elastic lifetime of electron. We consider the case of free electron Green’s
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function, grk = [−ǫk + i2τ ]−1 with quadratic dispersion, ǫk ≡ k
2
2m
− ǫF , ǫF being the Fermi
energy. Elastic inverse lifetime τ−1 = τ−10 + τ
−1
so has two contributions, τ
−1
0 from normal
impurity scattering and τ−1so from spin-orbit interaction. The normal impurity contribution
satisfies 2πνniVi
2τ0 = 1, where ν is the electron density of states at the Fermi energy, and
ni is impurity concentration. The difference between τ and τ0 is negligible in the ballistic
consideration in this section, but is essential in discussing diffusive contribution. Using∑
k g
a
k = iπν and ∑
k
kα
(
k +
q
2
)
j
grk+ q
2
gak− q
2
≃ δα,j kF
2
3
2πντ (7)
∑
k′
(
k′ +
q
2
)
i
grk′+ q
2
gak′− q
2
≃ −ikF
2
3m
2πντ 2qi, (8)
we have
CαβJS(q) = iλshǫαβiqi, (9)
where
λsh ≡ 2
3
(2π)2ǫsoν
2Dτ, (10)
D ≡ kF 2τ
3m2
is electron diffusion length and ǫso ≡ λVikF 2 is the energy scale of spin-orbit
interaction. For the slowly-varying case we consider, the correlation function CαβJS(r) is local
and is proportional to linear spatial derivative. Equation (9) clearly indicates that ’spin-
charge conversion’ mechanism works on the gradient of spin density, in the same manner as
on the spin current. The direction of flow of spin, i in Eq. (9), is perpendicular to both
spin (β) and electric current direction (α), in agreement with phenomenological spin-charge
conversion picture16, postulating jβs,i ∝ ǫiαβjα and jα ∝ ǫiαβjβs,i. Geometry of spin-charge
conversion property of CαβJS is shown in Fig. 2. In the next section, we show that the
result, spin density is induced by a spatial derivative of the applied electric field, reproduces
conventional spin Hall effect.
III. SPIN HALL EFFECT
Based on the current-spin correlation function, Eq. (9), we discuss the spin Hall effect.
The spin density induced by applying uniform electric field E is given by
sα = iC
αβ
SJEβ , (11)
6
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FIG. 2. Schematic figure showing spin-charge conversion property of CαβJS (q) ∝ iǫαβγqγ . When a
spin source field, Φ, changing in the direction of q (’spin flow’ direction), is applied, electric current
j is generated in the direction perpendicular to Φ and q (jα ∝ ǫαβγqγΦβ). This is in agreement
with conventional spin-charge conversion formula, jα ∝ ǫαβγjβs,γ , as jβs,γ corresponds to qγΦβ in the
present formalism.
where we represented the electric field in terms of a vector potential as E = −A˙ and
evaluated the linear response contribution (See Sec. A). Namely, the spin Hall formula we
have is
s = λsh(∇×E) = λsh
σe
(∇× j), (12)
where σe is electric conductivity. This simple equation indicates that spin Hall effect induces
an inhomogeneous spin accumulation when an electric field is applied. Assuming homoge-
neous applied current in the bulk, spin accumulation is formed at the edge of the system,
where the applied current vanishes. This result is consistent with experimental observation
and previous theories indicating importance of boundary8. The actual spin profile shall be
discussed taking account of electron diffusion in the next section.
Equation (12) indicating inhomogeneous spin accumulation is consistent with conven-
tional spin current picture discussed on phenomenological grounds, as spin current and
gradient of spin are naively the same. The equivalence is confirmed microscopically by cal-
culating the correlation function of electric current and spin current vertex, which we define
without the spin-orbit interaction as
kβ
m
σα. The current-spin current correlation function
then is obtained by replacing −iτqi in Eq. (8) by δiβ, where β is the direction of spin
current flow. This leads to a spin Hall formula in more conventional form, i.e.,
jαs,β =
λsh
τ
ǫαβγEγ . (13)
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Conventional argument use the expression for the spin current to discuss spin accumulation
generated at the edges, using spin continuity equation, Eq. (1). The result (12) is consistent
with the conventional picture using Eq. (13) and (1), as it was obtained in the ballistic
regime (or for shorter time scale compared to τ), where the electron elastic lifetime is the
only relevant relaxation time and thus spin relaxation time coincides with the elastic one,
τr = τ . In other words, momentum scattering at short time scale leads effectively to a
spin relaxation, as it modifies electron state and affects nonequilibrium spin accumulation.
In diffusive regime, the relaxation time is replaced by a longer time scale of electron spin
lifetime, as we shall see in the next section.
Solving a diffusion equation for electron spin in the presence of spin current in the conven-
tional spin current analysis corresponds mathematically to deriving spin density by evaluat-
ing ∇·js and spin relaxation torque T . In this conventional approach, however, ambiguities
of definition of spin current and spin relaxation torque arise if carried out phenomenologi-
cally. (These ambiguities are not physical; In fact there is no ambiguity if carried out fully
microscopically as the form of the relaxation torque is uniquely determined by the definition
of spin current17,18.) Introducing such ambiguity for an indirect explanation of observables
using the concept of spin current seems physically awkward, in the viewpoints of Eq. (12),
which gives a direct relation.
The spin current result Eq. (13) indicates that the spin Hall angle θsh defined by
jαs,β = θshǫαβγjγ , (14)
is related to λsh by θsh = λsh/(σeτ). In the present model, it is θsh = (
4π
3
)2ǫsoν
2ǫF ≃
(4π
3
)2ǫso/ǫF .
Recently, spin Hall effect was discussed in terms of spin polarization vector or a spin
moment “without spin current” in Ref.19. In our context, the spin moment defined in the
bulk is
P ijs ≡
∫
d3rsirj = −λshǫijkEk, (15)
where we used our result, Eq. (12), and neglected boundary contribution. The spin moment,
essentially the product of CSJ and r, is thus described by a uniform response function, and
may be a convenient order parameter for discussing a bulk response. However, the concept
becomes obscure in the diffusive regime, where experiments are carried out, and simple
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equation like Eq. (15) breaks down. On the other hand, our local form, Eq. (12), can be
extended to diffusive regime as we shall see below and can describe local spin profile, which
is in fact observed in experiments.
The result (12) is a constitute equation describing the response of the material when an
electric field or current is applied and it should not be considered as a part of the Maxwell’s
equations; The equation does not mean that rotation ofE is induced by applying a magnetic
field. Modification of the Maxwell’s equations due to spin-charge conversion effects by spin-
orbit interactions has been studied in Refs.20,21.
IV. DIFFUSIVE REGIME
We have so far discussed ballistic regime, length scale shorter than the elastic mean free
path, ℓ ≡ kF
m
τ . Experiments are usually carried out in diffusive regime, which is theoretically
considered by including an electron ladder representing successive scattering by impurities.
Besides normal (spin-independent) scattering, spin-orbit interaction is included in the ladder,
giving rise to a decay of spin diffusion channel and a finite spin diffusion length. The
correlation function including diffusion is obtained by simply replacing the local correlation
function by a long-ranged one (see Sec. B for details) ,
Cαβ(D)JS(r, r
′) = λshǫαβi∇iDs(r − r′), (16)
where Ds(r) is diffusion propagator for electron spin, which is defined in the momentum
representation by
Ds(q) ≡ 1
Dq2τ + 4
3
γ
. (17)
Here γ ≡ τ0/τso represents the strength of spin relaxation, τso being the spin lifetime due to
spin-orbit interaction.
The spin density then reads
s =
λsh
σe
∫
d3r
′
[∇Ds(r − r′)]× j(r′)
=
λsh
σe
∫
d3r
′
Ds(r − r′)[∇× j](r′). (18)
Obviously the resulting spin density has an exponentially decaying profile with decay length
of ℓs ≡ ℓ/(2√γ) at the edge where ∇× j is finite, reproducing familiar spin accumulation
9
sy
E, j x
FIG. 3. Schematic figure depicting spin accumulation as a result of spin Hall effect in diffusive
regime. As Eq. (18) indicates, the spin accumulation formed at the edge where ∇ × j is finite
is smeared out by electron diffusion, resulting in a exponential profile with decay length of spin
diffusion length.
αR
j⊥
j‖
z
∇zΦ
FIG. 4. Schematic figure of a junction with spatially inhomogeneous spin source field Φ and
localized Rashba interaction αR. Conventional inverse Rashba-Edelstein effect corresponds to the
current j⊥ perpendicular to the junction.
profile of Fig. 3. The result (18) is consistent with the continuity equation (1) (or diffusion
equation) as it is a solution of ∇ · jαs = sα/τr with jαs,β = D∇βsα and 1/τr = 4γ/(3τ) being
the spin relaxation time.
V. RASHBA SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTION
Let us consider the spin-charge conversion for case of the Rashba interaction, whose
Hamiltonian is
HR = −
∫
d3rc†[αR · (p× σ)]c, (19)
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FIG. 5. Diagramatic representation of current-spin correlation function including Rashba spin-
orbit interaction to the linear order. Square vertex labeled with R denotes Rashba spin-orbit
interaction. The last diagram corresponds to the contribution of current correction, δj.
where αR is the Rashba vector. Here we consider the Rashba interaction with spatial profile
along the z direction (Fig. 4). In experiments, Rashba interaction is localized at interfaces
and thus assuming uniform Rashba interaction is not realistic. The current correction is
give by
δji(r) = ǫijkαRj(r)c
†σkc. (20)
The current-spin correlation function for the Rashba case is diagratically depicted in Fig. 5.
It vanishes for uniform current and uniform Rashba interaction, and the leading contribution
for slowly varying case turns out to be (See Sec. D)
Cαβ(R)JS = i4πνDτ
2 [−ǫijβ(∇ααR,i)∇j + ǫiαβ(∇jαR,i)∇j] . (21)
Here we see that spatial modulation of the Rashba interaction generates current parallel
(j‖) and perpendicular (j⊥) to the junction, the first and the second term, respectively.
The second term corresponds to the inverse spin Hall or inverse Rashba-Edelstein effect.
The result shows that for a one-dimensional layer structure changing in the z direction,
the Rashba interaction acts the same as impurity spin-orbit interaction in the context of
spin-charge conversion with the efficiency of
λRsh = 4πνDτ
2∇zαRz. (22)
In reality, the gradient changes sign on the two different sides of the interface Rashba inter-
action. For the inverse Rashba-Edelstein signal to be finite, therefore, asymmetric interface
is essential. Obviously this fact would not be crucial, as Rashba interaction itself requires
inversion symmetry breaking.
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The diffusive case like with nonmagnetic spacer metal in Ref.22 is described by including
diffusion propagator in Eq. (21), in the same manner as Eq. (16), as shall be mentioned in
the next section.
Conventionally, Rashba-Edelstein effect is discussed only for the uniform Rashba interaction23,
while in experiments the interaction is localized at atomic scale at the interface. As the uni-
form Rashba interaction induces conversion between spin density and electric current23,24, its
gradient naturally induces gradient of spin, or ’spin current’. The result here indicates that
a spatial profile of the spin-orbit interaction leads to rich spin-charge conversion properties
compared to the uniform case.
VI. INVERSE SPIN HALL AND SPIN PUMPING EFFECTS
We here discuss spin-charge conversion effect combined with spin pumping effect. As
shown in Ref.4, the spin generation field for spin pumping is (see Sec. C)
Φ ≡ (n× n˙)Re[η] + n˙Im[η], (23)
where n is a unit vector denoting magnetization direction and a complex parameter η is
written in terms of spin-dependent hopping amplitude of electron across the interface, t˜σ
(σ = ± denotes the spin) as η = χ0
2
t˜∗+t˜− with χ0 is uniform susceptibility. The field induces
an imaginary part of the lesser component of the N electron self energy,
Σ<N = iσ ·Φ. (24)
For metallic junctions, the spin source field Φ is localized at the interface and decays rapidly
away from the interface. The generated electric current is
jα(r) =
∫
d3r
′
CαβJS(r − r′)Φβ(r′). (25)
For ballistic electron transport using Eq. (9), the inverse spin Hall current is given by a
derivative of the spin source field Φ as
jα = λshǫαβi∇iΦβ . (26)
Note that all the coefficients in the current are microscopically defined in the present model.
The geometry of the current and magnetization agrees with conventional inverse spin Hall
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phenomenology16. According to our result, the total current integrated over the thickness
of N layer is directly related to the magnitude of spin accumulation (or spin source field)
at the interface. Choosing the interface as in the xy plane, the total current in the ballistic
regime is
I ≡
∫
dzj = λsh
[
zˆ ×
(
Re[η](n× n˙) + Im[η]n˙
)]
, (27)
where zˆ is a unit vector in the z direction.
In the diffusive regime, the correlation function CαβJS becomes a diffusive one, obtained by
replacing qi in Eq. (9) by qiDs(q) (see Eq. (16)). The inverse spin Hall current due to spin
pumping effect then is
j(D)α (r) = λshǫαβi∇i
∫
d3r
′
Ds(r − r′)Φβ(r′). (28)
Using Ds(r) = a
∫
dq
2π
eiqr
Dq2τ+κ
= 3aℓs
2ℓ2
e−r/ℓs (a is the lattice constant, κ ≡ 4
3
γ and ℓs = ℓ/
√
3κ
is spin diffusion length), the total current is 3ℓsa
2ℓ2
times I of ballistic value (Eq. (27)). The
case of Rashba interaction is described by replacing the coefficient λsh by λ
R
sh of Eq. (22).
The long-ranged current of Eq. (27) indicates that there is a spin motive force which
propagates through normal metal. In the case of spatially uniform Rashba interaction and
magnetization, the local motive force was found to be ER ∝ [αR×n˙+βαR×(n×n˙)], where
β is a constant representing spin relaxation25–27. The expression for the current Eq. (28)
indicates that there is a long-ranged version of Rashba-induced spin motive force mediated
by electron diffusion. The counterpart of the long-ranged spin motive force, namely, the
long-ranged spin Berry’s phase, has been pointed out in the context of anomalous Hall
effect28.
VII. COMBINATION OF INVERSE AND DIRECT SPIN HALL EFFECTS
Here we discuss the inverse spin Hall effect in a heavy metal (HM1) induced nonlocally
by spin Hall effect in another heavy metal (HM2) separated by thin nonmagnetic metal (N)
(Fig. 6) (nonlocal spin detection setup). The observed current is written by the full lesser
Green’s function, G<HM1, containing all the interactions of HM1 as
ji(r) = −itr[viG<HM1(r, r)], (29)
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N
j E
CNSS
FIG. 6. Schematic figure of nonlocal direct and inverse spin Hall experiment. The electric field
is applied to a heavy metal HM2, resulting in ’spin current generation’ by direct spin Hall effect.
The spin signal is transmitted through nonmagnetic metal (N) to another heavy metal (HM1) and
induces electric current due to the inverse spin Hall effect. Conventional picture of the coupling
between HM1 and HM2 is due to spin current propagation, while in the present picture, they are
connected by spin correlation function CNSS of N.
where r is a position in HM1. We include the effect of the electric field applied to HM2
using a vector potential A. Denoting the (path-ordered) Green’s function connecting HM1
and position r′ at HM2 as G(r, r′), the current at the linear response reads
ji(r) = −i
∫
d3r
′
tr[viG(r, r
′)vjG(r
′, r)]<Aj(r
′), (30)
where the integral of r′ is over HM2. The connection between HM1 and HM2 in the Green’s
function G(r′, r) arises from N electrons. Writing the electron hopping amplitude across the
interfaces by a constant t, G(r′, r) is decomposed in the perturbative regime into a product
of Green’s functions for HM1, N and HM2 (denoted by GHM1, GN and GHM2, respectively)
as
G(r, r′) = t2
∫
I1
dr1
∫
I2
dr2GHM1(r, r1)GN(r1, r2)GHM2(r2, r
′), (31)
where ri (i = 1, 2) is position at interface (Ii) between NMi and N.
Let us now calculate the lesser component following the standard treatment of vector
potential, namely, it carries infinitesimal angular frequency Ω and consider the limit of
Ω → 0. Other interactions are treated as static and do not change the electron angular
14
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λ λ
HM2HM1
N
(c)
FIG. 7. (a): Nonlocal current correlation function CJJ connecting HM1 and HM2. Triangular
vertex denotes the hopping between HM and N with amplitude t. (b): CJJ with impurity spin-
orbit interaction explicitly shown to the lowest order. Complex congugate processes like in Fig. 1
are not shown. (c) is a diagram where propagator in N carrying small wave vector is suppressed.
The contributions of HM1 and HM2 reduce to the correlation discussed for spin Hall effect.
frequency. From the above argument, we have (suppressing spatial coordinates)
G<HM1 = t4
∫
dω
2π
[GHM1(ω)GN(ω)GHM2(ω)vjGHM2(ω + Ω)GN(ω + Ω)GHM1(ω + Ω)]
<
≃ t4
∫
dω
2π
(f(ω + Ω)− f(ω))[GHM1(ω)GN(ω)GHM2(ω)]rvj
× [GHM2(ω + Ω)GN(ω + Ω)GHM1(ω + Ω)]aAj(Ω), (32)
which at low temperatures reduces to (using f ′(ω) ≃ −δ(ω) and −iΩAj = Ej)
G<HM1 = it4[GHM1GNGHM2]rω=0(v ·E)[GHM2GNGHM1]aω=0, (33)
where all the Green’s functions are at zero angular frequency (ω = 0). We thus have linear
response formula for the generated current as
ji(r) =
∫
d3r
′
C ijJJ(r, r
′)Ej(r
′), (34)
where
C ijJJ(r, r
′) ≡ it4tr[vi[GHM1GNGHM2]rω=0vj [GHM2GNGHM1]aω=0], (35)
is a nonlocal current correlation function connecting r ∈HM1 and r′ ∈HM2. The correlation
function is schematically shown in Fig. 7(a).
The Green’s functions GHMi contain spin-orbit interaction, which we now treat pertur-
batively for the case of impurity spin-orbit interaction. We thus include for both HM1 and
HM2 the ’spin-charge conversion’ vertex, combination of spin-orbit interaction and normal
impurity scatterings, as in Fig. 1 (Fig. 7(b)). We consider long-range (diffusive) transmis-
sion through N to describe experimental sistuations. Then the N propagator carries only
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a small wave vector, and the HM verteces are evaluated for small incoming wave vector q,
resulting in a diagram of Fig. 7(c), where spin-charge conversion in HMs are detemined
locally. We thus have
C ijJJ = i(λsh)
2t4ǫiαβǫjα′β′∇(r)β ∇(r
′)
β′ C
αα′
NSS(r, r
′), (36)
where ∇(r)β denotes a derivative with respect to r and
Cαα
′
NSS(r, r
′) ≡ tr[σαGrN(r, r′)σα′GaN(r′, r)], (37)
is the spin correlation function of N electron connecting HM1 and HM2. For nomnagnetic
metal we consider, Cαα
′
NSS is spin diagonal. Including electron diffusion in N, we have
Cαα
′
NSS(r, r
′) = δαα′2πντDs(r − r′). (38)
The generated current is therefore represented by the correlation function
C ijJJ(r, r
′) = −i2πντ(λsh)2t4(δij∇2 −∇i∇j)Ds(r − r′), (39)
where i and j are directions of generated current and applied electric field, respectively, and
∇ acts on r. Equation (39) applies only for the in-plane current directions i, j, because
derivative in the perpendicular direction of N propagator vanishes in Eq. (36). The result
(39) reproduces conventional nonlocal ’spin current’ detection scheme without ambiguity.
The present approach can straightforwardly extended to the case of other spaces such as
antiferromagnet and insulators, simply replacing the N propagator CNSS by the correspond-
ing spin correlation function of the material. While we have weak temperature dependence
in the present metallic case because of large Fermi energy, rich dependence is expected when
magnons or phonons dominate spin transport.
VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have presented a unified formalism to describe spin-charge conversion phenomena in
terms of correlation functions between physical observables, spin and electric current, with-
out referring to spin current. Considering simple theoretical models for the case of metals,
we derived concise formula for spin Hall effect and the inverse spin Hall effect combined with
spin pumping and spin Hall effects, avoiding ambiguities associated with spin current. While
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this approach describes already well-known physical processes, this here developed pictures
has been disregarded so far, possibly due to the at first sight very accessible description
using spin currents (which however entail ambiguities).
From the viewpoint of linear response theory, the difference between the responses of spin
current and spin density when an electric field is applied is that the former is represented
by the the uniform (q = 0) component (q is the external wave vector) of a response function
(correlation function), while the latter requires q-resolved response (q-linear component).
Instead, the latter directly provides physical quantity, while the spin current needs to be
mapped to spin density at the end. In this context, spintronics effects provide us novel useful
tools to access q-resolved magnetic susceptibility by use of electric measurements.
In our representation, the spin current transmission turned out to be the propagation
or correlation of spin fluctuation, and thus its efficiency is determined essentially by the
(spatial derivative of) magnetic susceptibility. This is not surprising in the case of charge
transport: The electric conductivity, σe, represented by correlation of electric current, is
expressed in terms of electric permittivity, ε, which is a correlation of electric density, as
σe = iε0ω(1 − ε) at finite angular frequency ω, indicating that electric current is mediated
by charge fluctuation. This relation is as a result of charge conservation or gauge invariance.
In the case of spin transport, however, such a universal relation does not exist, and thus
studying spin current propagation does not itself give physical response. What we proposed
here is to describe spin density directly within the linear response theory, instead of using
spin current and applying classical diffusion equation to evaluate physical spin density.
Recently, ’spin transmission’ through antiferromagnetic insulators29 and metals30 have
been studied experimentally and theoretically31, and intriguing features have been reported.
Extention of the present scheme to cover those systems are under way.
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Appendix A: Correlation function CSJ and physical response
Here relation between correlation function CSJ and physical quantity induced at the
linear response to an external field is summarized. We demosntrate the case of spin Hall
effect, described in terms of spin accumulation, which reads
sα(r, t) = −itr[σαG<(r, t, r, t)], (A1)
where G< is the lesser component of the full Green’s function including all the interactions
and α = x, y, z denotes spin durection. The driving field for spin Hall effect is an external
electric field, E = −A˙, where A is a vecor potential. The interaction Hamiltonian of the
vector potential reads HA =
∫
d3rA · j, where j ≡ c†vc, v is the velocity vector operator.
Including the vector potential perturbatively to the linear order in G<, we obtain the Fourier
representation (sα(r, t) =
∫
dΩ
2π
∑
q e
i(q·r−Ωt)sα(q, ω)) as
sα(q, ω) = −iχαβSJ(q,Ω)Aβ(q,Ω), (A2)
where
χαβSJ(q,Ω) =
∫
dω
2π
∑
k
tr[σαgk+q,ω+Ωvβgkω]
<, (A3)
where gkω is the path-ordered Green’s function without the external field having wave vector
k and angular frequency ω. The lesser component is decomposed into the retarded and
advanced Green’s functions, gr and ga, respectively, resulting in
χαβSJ(q,Ω) =
∫
dω
2π
∑
k
tr
[
σα
[
−(f(ω + Ω)− f(ω))grk+q,ω+Ωvβgakω
+ f(ω + Ω)gak+q,ω+Ωvβg
a
kω − f(ω)grk+q,ω+Ωvβgrkω
]]
, (A4)
where f(ω) ≡ [eβω+1]−1 is the Fermi distribution function. The term containing f(ω+Ω)−
f(ω) is the Fermi surface contribution representing the dominant electron excitation, while
other two terms called the Fermi sea contribution represent mostly equilibrium effects with
small correction to the Fermi surface contribution. We consider the simple case where Fermi
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σ σ′
σ′σ
σ∓
σ±
± ±
∓∓
FIG. 8. Feynmann diagram describing the inverse spin Hall effect at the linear order in the
impurity spin-orbit interaction in the diffusie regime. Cases of spin vertices σz and σ∓ are separately
shown, with σ, ± representing spin indices.
sea contribution is negligible. For slowly-varying external field, we expand with respect to
Ω and retain the linear order. The result is, using f ′(ω) = −β
4
[cosh βω
2
]−2 ≃ −δ(ω) valid at
low temperatures,
χαβSJ(q,Ω) = −iΩCαβSJ (q), (A5)
where
CαβSJ (q) ≡
∑
k
tr[σαg
r
k+qvβg
a
k], (A6)
is the correlation function defined in Eq. (5), with gak ≡ gak,ω=0. We thus have
sα = C
αβ
SJ (q)Eβ, (A7)
indicating that the correlation function CαβSJ represents the dominant Fermi surface contri-
bution of the spin density induced by external electric field (spin Hall effect).
Appendix B: Calculation of diffusion propagators
The diffusive correction to the inverse spin Hall effect is diagrammatically represented in
Fig. 8, where the hatched square denotes a ladder of successive scatterings by impurities
and impurity spin-orbit interaction.
The diffusion ladder is calculated as follows. The electron elastic lifetime τ is thus given
by 1/τ = 1/τ0 + 1/τso, where τ0 is the lifetime due to nonmagnetic impurities and 1/τso =
4π
3
λ2Vi
2νkF
4 is due to spin-orbit impurity. The elastic scattering rate 1
τso
includes spin-
conserving and spin flip contributions, 1
τzso
and 1
τsf
, respectively. For the present isotropic
model, we have 1
τsf
= 2
3
1
τso
. Assuming that each pair of two scatterings (represented by a line
connecting retarded and advanced Green’s functions) conserves spin, we have three diffusion
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ladders with different spin indices to take account of, Γi (i = 0, 1, 2). Γ0 and Γ1 correspond
to the ladder for diagonal spin vertex (σz) shown in Fig. 9(a) with spin indices σ
′ = σ and
σ′ = −σ, respectively. As is seen easily, the two cases σ′ = σ and σ′ = −σ have different
signs, and thus the diffusion for diagram (a) is Γ0 − Γ1. For off-diagonal spin vertices, σ±,
contributing diagram is Fig. 9(b), with diffusion ladder Γ2. These ladders satisfy coupled
equations derived perturbatively (see Fig. 9 for diagramatic representation)
Γ0 = Vi
[(
1 +
γ
3
)
(1 + ΠΓ0) +
2γ
3
ΠΓ1
]
Γ1 = Vi
[
2γ
3
(1 + ΠΓ0) +
(
1 +
γ
3
)
ΠΓ1
]
Γ2 = Vi
(
1− γ
3
)
(1 + ΠΓ2) , (B1)
where γ ≡ τ0
τso
, Vi ≡ (2πντ0)−1 represents square of normal impurity potential. Function
Π(q), representing an particle-hole pair propagation, is evaluated for small q/kF as Π(q) ≡∑
kg
r
k+ q
2
ga
k− q
2
= 2πντ(1 − Dq2τ) = 1
Vi
(1 − γ)(1 − Dq2τ), where D ≡ kF 2
3m2
τ is the diffusion
constant. The solutions are
Γ0 = Vi
1
2
[D(q) +Ds(q)]
Γ1 = Vi
1
2
[D(q)−Ds(q)]
Γ2 = ViDs(q), (B2)
where
D(q) ≡ 1
Dq2τ
Ds(q) ≡ 1
Dq2τ + 4
3
γ
, (B3)
represent charge and spin diffusion, respectively. As a result, all the diffusions contributing
to the inverse spin Hall effect turn out to be the spin diffusion, Ds(q), which decays with
decay length of spin diffusion length, ℓsf ≡ ℓ/(2√γ). Of experimental interest is the uniform
component of the current averaged over the xy plane. The diffusion propagator then reduces
to a one-dimensional one,
Ds =
∫
dq
2π
eiqz
Dq2τ + γ
=
3
2
ℓs
ℓ2
e−z/ℓsf . (B4)
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FIG. 9. Diagramatic representation of impurity ladders representing diffusive motion.
Appendix C: Summary of spin pumping effect
Here we summarize the theoretical description of spin pumping effect of metallic ferro-
magnet (FM) in contact with a nomral metal (N). Conventionally, spin pumping effect has
been discussed in terms of generated spin current in the normal metal, which is not a phys-
ical observable. Here we focus only on physical observables following the field-theoretical
discussion of Ref.4. What is necessary is then simply the lesser Green’s function of N elec-
tron, G<N, including all the interactions and the effect of ferromagnet. The effect of the
ferromagnetic metal arises from the interface hopping of the conduction electron between
FM and N, represented by Hamiltonian of
HI ≡
∑
ij∈I
(
c†i tdj + d
†
jt
∗ci
)
, (C1)
where i and j denote atomic site at the interface (I) of N and FM, respectively and c and d
are field operators of N and FM electron, respectively. The hopping amplitude t is generally
a complex 2×2 matrix in spin space. Moreover, in the laboratory frame, it is time-dependent
and has off-diagonal components because of dynamics magnetization. Including the effect of
ferromagnet as a self energy ΣN, the lesser Green’s function can be formally solved in terms
of retarded and advanced components as
G<N = (1 +G
r
NΣ
r
N)g
<
N(1 + Σ
a
NG
a
N) +G
r
NΣ
<
NG
a
N, (C2)
while the first term on the right-hand side is irrelavant, resulting in
G<N = G
r
NΣ
<
NG
a
N, (C3)
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The self energy is calculated as follows. Conduction electron in the ferromagnetic metal
is represented by the Hamiltonian
HF ≡
∫
F
d3rd†
(
−∇
2
2m
− ǫF −Mn(t) · σ
)
d, (C4)
where n(t) is a unit vector representing time-dependent magnetization direction, and the
integral
∫
F
d3r is within the ferromagnet. To treat the dynamic magnetization, we switch to
a rotating frame by carrying out a unitary transformation to diagonalize the sd exchange
interaction. FM electron operator in the rotating frame is defined as
d˜(t) ≡ U(t)−1d(t), (C5)
where U(t) is a time-dependent 2 × 2 unitary matrix for spin. The Hamiltonian in the
rotating frame reads
HF =
∑
k
d˜†k

 ǫk −M −Azs,t A−s,t
A+s,t ǫk +M +Azs,t

 d˜k, (C6)
where Aαs,t ≡ −i2 tr[σαU−1∂tU ] (α = x, y, z denotes the spin index) is the time-component
of an SU(2) gauge field, or spin chemical potential induced dynamically. The z-component
of the gauge field is the adiabatic component, and is neglected to the lowest order in the
spin pumping effect. As the sd coupling is diagonalized by the transformation, the hopping
amplitude in the rotating representation is also diagonal, namely,
t˜ ≡ U−1tU =

 t˜+ 0
0 t˜−

 , (C7)
but the hopping intearction includes a matrix U−1 as c†i tdj = c
†U−1t˜.d˜ Amplitude t˜± is the
one measured in experiments for static and uniform magnetization. The self energy at the
linear order in the nonadiabatic gauge field reads
Σ<N =
∫
dω
2π
∑
k
U−1t˜[gFk(ω)(As,t · σ)gFk(ω)]<t˜∗U, (C8)
where gFk is the spin-polarized (2 × 2 matrix) Green’s function of FM. Here we have an
integral over angular frequency ω as a result of an approximation. In fact, the integral
originally acts on all the Green’s functions including N electron. In reality, however, the
integral does not have essential effects as the low energy transport is dominated by the zero
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frequency contribution, i.e., near the Fermi surface of N electron. We thus evaluate the
integral only for Fm electron setting ω = 0 for N electron Green’s functions. The self energy
is calculated noting that ω-integral vanishes for components containing only either retarded
or advanced Green’s functions as
∫
dω
2π
∑
k
[gFk(ω)(As,t · σ)gFk(ω)]< =
∫
dω
2π
∑
k
∑
±
A∓s,t(fk∓ − fk±)grFk±(ω)gaFk∓(ω)σ±
= −iχ0
∑
±
A∓s,tσ±, (C9)
where fk± is the Fermi distribution function of FM conduction electron with spin ± and
χ0 ≡ −
∑
k
fk∓ − fk±
ǫk∓ − ǫk± + iη =
n+ − n−
2M
, (C10)
is uniform static susceptibility (n± is spin-resolved electron density). The diagonal hopping
amplitude with Pauli matrix reduces to t˜σ±t˜
∗ = σ±(Re[T↑↓] ∓ iIm[T↑↓]), where T↑↓ ≡ t˜∗+t˜−.
The self energy then is
Σ<N = −iχ0U−1[Re[T↑↓]A⊥s,t + Im[T↑↓](zˆ ×A⊥s,t)] · σU, (C11)
where A⊥s,t ≡ (Axs,t,Ays,t, 0). Using U−1σiU = Rijσj , where R is the rotation matrix element4,
and
Rij(A⊥s,t)j = −
1
2
(n× n˙)i
Rij(zˆ ×A⊥s,t)j = −
1
2
n˙i, (C12)
we finally obtain
Σ<N = i
χ0
2
[Re[T↑↓](n× n˙) + Im[T↑↓]n˙] · σ ≡ iΦ · σ. (C13)
The spin pumping effect is therefore represented by a dynamically-induced interface spin
source for N electron,
Φ =
χ0
2
[Re[T↑↓](n× n˙) + Im[T↑↓]n˙]. (C14)
The case of insulator ferromagnet was studied in Ref.32.
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Appendix D: Calculation of Rashba effect
In this section, details of the calculation in Sec. V are shown. The current-spin correlation
function for the case of the Rashba interaction in the linear order, CαβjsR, is (diagrammatically
depicted in Fig. 5)
Cαβjs(R)(q,p) ≡ 2iǫijβαR,i(p)
[
1
m
(
k +
q + p
2
)
α
(
k + q +
p
2
)
j
2Re
[
grk+qg
r
k+q+pg
a
k+p
]
+ δαjg
r
k+qg
a
k
]
,
(D1)
where q and p are wave vectors carried by the external spin source and the Rashba interac-
tion, respectively. As is easily checked, the correlation function vanishes for totally uniform
case, q = p = 0, and at the linear order in q or p. Expanding with respect to q and p
assuming both external field and the Rashba interaction are slowly-varying, we obtain the
lowest contribution as
Cαβjs(R) =
i
3m2
ǫijβαR,i(p) [−δαj(p · q) + pαqj]
∑
k
k2|grk|4, (D2)
which is Eq. (21).
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